ERCH Lucerne, Switzerland

31 May - 2 June

Media Start List

Men's Single Sculls

Start Time: 08:30

SUN 2 JUN 2019

Race 110

M1x

FD

Start: 8

(Event)

Internation: www.worldrowing.com

FISA Data Service

Report Created SAT 01 JUN 2019 / 15:40

Lane | Ctry | Code | Name | Date of Birth
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | MON | | ANTOGNEILLI Quentin | 15 AUG 1994
2 | HUN | | PETERVARI-MOLNAR Bendeguz | 14 MAR 1993
3 | SRB | | FILIPOVIC Aleksandar | 29 MAY 1992
4 | TUR | | KAZAKLI Onat | 09 MAY 1993
5 | ESP | | MONTERO Joaquin | 04 OCT 1993
6 | FRA | | VERHOEVEN Thibaut | 26 AUG 1992

Legend:

F Final

INTERNET Service: www.worldrowing.com

FISA Data Service

data processing by Swiss Timing

World Best Time: NZL MASON Robert Poznan (POL) 2017 World Cup 6:30.74

European Champ’ Best: CRO MARTIN Damir Poznan (POL) 2015 European Championships 6:41.65

European Champion: NOR BORCH Kjetil Glasgow (GBR) 2018 European Championships 6:49.95
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